
From: Libby Garvey <libbygarvey@gmail.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, February 27, 2019 12:02 AM EST 
To: Andrea Fava <afava@amazon.com> 
Subject: following up with a few pictures from the EPIC campus 
Attachment(s): "Pictures from EPIC campus.pptx" 

Andrea:  It was nice to see you and “the Brians” today.   I appreciate your interest and the time you are all taking to gather

everyone’s views on (particularly in my case) just about everything.  Here is the email with a little explanation and pictures of

the EPIC campus in Verona Wisconsin that I sent to Matt Kelly.  As I may have mentioned, my now semi-retired brother-in-

law is EPIC employee number 35.  They currently have over 15,000 employees I think.  

I look forward to seeing you again next week with Holly.   All best,  Libby

Begin forwarded message:

From: Libby Garvey <libbygarvey@gmail.com>

Subject: following up: pictures from EPIC campus in Verona Wis. 

Date: January 7, 2019 at 7:27:05 PM EST

To: mkelly@jbgsmith.com 

Matt:  Happy New Year!  I’m getting back to you with pictures from the EPIC campus in Verona Wisconsin I

mentioned at the NVTC legislative conference.  I thought it would be an easy thing to find a link on-line about the

campus and send it to you, but it was not easy.  EPIC is privately held.  There are on-line pictures, but they

emphasize the size of the campus rather than the whimsy of it, which is my interest.  That meant I had to fall

back on personal pictures on my iPhone over the years. And try to eliminate the ones with family in them.  Here

are 11 to give you some sense of what they do.   

I started with some outdoor pictures:   “life” size dinosaurs, the outside and interior of their first meeting center

(the tree house), and one of the newest buildings (the castle)

Then some interior shots from the castle:  an office door (the theme continues), a cafeteria modeled on the train

station in Harry Potter, a dragon in a cage under a stairwell, a Victorian bird cage with a baby dragon in it.

Then some interior shots from the farmhouse: the top of the silo which has great views and the stuffed sheep that

gets carried around by employees as they feel like it and turns up odd places; the spotted cow meeting room,

And a final bit of art typical of what is scattered throughout the campus, which I used for my FaceBook picture for

several years.

What I want to convey is the sense of fun about the whole campus.  And discovery. It’s an adventure just walking

around.  I know Amazon does innovative buildings and there would be limits to what they can do here, but EPIC

might be of interest to folks brainstorming about what can be done.  If anyone is really interested, a trip to Verona

(outside of Madison) would be a very good idea.  And they’d have fun.  It feels like an adult theme park to me.

Thanks for your good work with Arlington as the whole project moves forward.   This is a very exciting time for

JBG and Arlington.  For Amazon, too, I think.  All best,  Libby


